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 Part 1
A Meeting at the Elbe



 Chapter One
January, 1944

CAPTAIN SEAN O’SULLIVAN LIFTED the blackout curtain. A burst of dull light grayed the room. Christ, he
thought, doesn’t the sun ever shine in London. He heard planes droning overhead toward the English
Channel but he could not see them through the thick fog. He wondered if his brother, Tim, was flying
today.

“Come to breakfast, dear,” Nan called.
Sean turned into the room. It was an elegant room, the most elegant he had ever known. The

photograph on the mantle of Major G. Donald Milford stared down at him particularly harshly this
morning.

The dining area was an alcove of three angled windows affording a view over Bayswater Road to
Kensington Gardens. It was so mucky outside, the view had vanished. Nan Milford added to the
opulence of the place in a silk and lace dressing gown. She put his jacket across the back of his chair
and mentioned something or other about trying to remove a spot from the sleeve.

Sean sipped the coffee, grimaced, made a mental note to bum some decent coffee from the cook.
This British version of ersatz was unfit for consumption in the first place and even worse when Nan
got finished overboiling it.

Nan looked pleasantly tired from love-making. She was sad because she had made love so
intensely and even sadder because she had fallen in love. She watched him with obvious adoration.
“How is it that a handsome Irish brute like you never married?”

“And give up all this?”
“Do be serious for once, Sean.”
“The transposition of old country traditions to San Francisco, I guess.”
“And how many girls have chased you as I did and how have you avoided them?”
He was about to make a crack about playing it safe with married women but thought better of it.

“A bachelor develops a sixth sense that tells him when his sanctity is about to be invaded. All sorts of
built-in warning systems send up flares and rockets and bells go off.”

She tweaked the end of his nose. “Please,” she pleaded.
“Why be serious?”
Nan stiffened. She never got overtly angry ... only straightened her back, glared, conveyed hurt. “I

am sorry I asked.”
From time to time Sean was suddenly reminded that Nan could be offended easily, that he had to

treat her differently than other women he had known.



 
“It would be hard for you to comprehend,” he said apologetically.
“Am I so without understanding?”
“You’ve had certain advantages in your life that makes understanding impossible.”
“You speak as though I’m a terrible snob.”
“You are. But you are a real snob. It is nothing you deliberately cultivated. The world is loaded

with people trying to be snobs who just can’t make the grade. A genuine, unvarnished snob is a
creature to be revered.”

She liked to hear Sean talk his lovely gibberish. Of course no man had ever spoken to her that way
before. Dear, sweet Donnie sat where Sean sat now. My! What a difference. Nan did not know if
Donnie would be more offended by the fact that Sean was in his place or that Sean had the audacity to
sit at his table with his sleeves rolled up and his collar unbuttoned.

“Are you trying to say that marriage would have held you from advancing your station?”
“Not at all, Nan. The reasons were more practical.”
“Now, I’m completely intrigued.”
“I haven’t married for the same reason my parents didn’t marry until after a ten-year courtship. He

was just too damned poor to support a wife.”
He gulped another swallow of the horrible coffee. Nan’s soft hand on his lightened the blow. Her

fingertips played over his hands. “Please don’t stop, Sean. We know so terribly little about each
other.”

Sean’s large brown eyes searched the room and then outside into the mist, looking for nothing.
“When my parents emigrated to America all they had was their hands, their backs and their hearts. My
father worked harder than the Lord meant any man to work. I can hardly remember when he didn’t
have two jobs ... longshoreman by day, watchman by night, cable-car driver by day, janitor by night,
hod carrier, ditchdigger, bouncer. And Mom spent most of her life washing dishes and scrubbing
floors in places like this. It makes me want to hurt you sometimes and all the other Mrs. G. Donald
Milfords whose toilets were cleaned by my mother.”

She squeezed his hand tightly to let him know she understood.
“My father always said he didn’t come from the old country to raise three Irish cops for the San

Francisco police force. His obsession was to put his sons through college. Work now, reward in
heaven.”

“He must be a remarkable man.”
“Yes, he is,” Sean answered, “but one day his back gave out and his heart almost gave out too. It

was up to mother to keep us alive. Up to me to get through college. I didn’t quit. I made it through.
Know how? Picking up ten and twenty bucks fighting preliminaries in little clubs around the Bay
Area. One of them in San Francisco was called the Bucket of Blood. I was a good boxer, Nan. I didn’t
want to get hit in the face and have to explain the cuts and bruises to my mother. I fought under the



 
name of Herskowitz, the Battling Yid. How’s that? So, the Lord was good. I got through Cal and I
went to my mother one day and said, Mom, you don’t have to scrub Mrs. G. Donald Milford’s floors
any more. I’ll take care of you.”

“Sean ... I’m sorry.”
“Sorry for what? I’d made it and I was going to get my brothers through. We’re just a black Irish

family which hangs together. One day I broke my hand in the ring and got this,” he said, pointing to
the thin white-lined scar over his left eye, “and then my mother knew. From then on I became
Schoolboy O’Sullivan the Fighting Prof. Mom nearly died every time I got into the ring.” Sean
slumped. “So here we are, the brothers O’Sullivan. Tim’s up there flying and Liam is in a grave in
North Africa. I wanted to get married, had a girl I loved, but my family came first and she wouldn’t
wait.” He dumped an oversized spoon of mulberry marmalade over the muffin to smother the burned
taste. “Nan. You’re one lousy cook.”

She muttered something about the impossibility of getting domestic help. The rest of the meal was
in silence. Sean rolled down his sleeves, buttoned them, and fixed his tie and slipped into his jacket.
The quiet became uneasy. Every time they said good-by now there was an averting of eyes. The feel of
the wet cold clouds from outside had come into the room and engulfed them.

Nan knew that the God who ruled Sean O’Sullivan was pushing him to the end of their affair.
“There are so many unsaid things,” she whispered.

“Our whole relationship is unsaid, Nan. That photograph of your husband who cannot protest. Your
children in the country who remain hidden. The words we never say when we are making love. Six
beautiful months of unsaid things.”

“They’re going to be said now, aren’t they, Sean?”
“Kind of looks like it.”
A jeep horn sounded from the street below. Beep, be, beep, beep. Nan reacted. “Must he blow that

horn and announce your departures to the entire West End of London?”
Sean buttoned his jacket and put on his cap. At this moment she always turned genteel, holding her

cheek up for the departing bus as she did for G. Donald Milford. Instead she found herself tight
against him. He let her go and she reeled back and watched him disappear down the hall.

Sean hopped into the jeep alongside Second Lieutenant Dante Arosa, who gunned the vehicle away on
the fog-wettened pavement.

“Scored last night,” Dante said with pride of conquest
“Little show girl?”
“A living testimony that English women are not cold in bed. Who in the hell libeled them in the

first place? Some Irishman?”
Sean was indulgent. Dante was his own age, twenty-eight, but England was his first real experience



 
with life. He had gone from a truck farm in the Napa Valley to the University of San Francisco to an
almost too brilliant law career. There was little doubt of Dante Arosa’s ability as a counter-
intelligence officer on duty, or his somewhat juvenile behavior off duty. Tall, thin young men
shouldn’t smoke cigars, Sean thought. Dante doesn’t clamp the cigar in one side of his mouth solidly.
It sort of hangs limply from the front of his teeth.

As they ran alongside Kensington Gardens the traffic thickened. Dante continued his testimony to
British womanhood.

“By the way, don’t blow the horn.”
“Huh?”
“When you pick me up. One, park jeep. Two, emerge. Three, walk to door. Four, ring bell.”
Dante shrugged. He didn’t like Nan Milford. It was broads like her who gave the English women

their bad reputations. Where does she get this Virgin Mary routine? She’s just another married broad
shacking up behind her husband’s back no matter what kind of icing Sean puts on it.

They sank into quietness. Everything was different about London, these days. Everything but the
weather. The long, harrowing nights in the bomb shelters were over. The tension had eased. The
bombers were going in the other direction these days. There was an air of victory everywhere. People
were looking toward the end of the war and it was evident in everyone’s voice and step.

“Sean.”
“Yes?”
“How far has this thing gone with you and Nan?”
“I wish I knew.”
“I’ll ring the bell.”
Dante Arosa cut the jeep abruptly in the middle of the block. Cars before him screeched to a halt

and pedestrians scattered. He beelined for a spike fence that blocked a short, dead-end street named
Queen Mother’s Gate. Dante hit the brakes, bringing the tormented vehicle to a halt before the
terrified sentry. The sentry saluted half-heartedly and waved them through past the sign on the
gatepost which read: MISSION, MILITARY GOVERNMENT, UNITED STATES ARMY.

The abbreviated, enclosed street held a half-dozen buildings set about a wide central courtyard. On
one side were officers’ quarters, enlisted barracks, administration, dispensary, mess hall. Across the
courtyard stood two large three-storied block-granite buildings housing the offices and conference
rooms of SPECIAL MISSION, MILITARY GOVERNMENT.

From the instant they passed through the gate toward the motor pool the problems of life and love
in London were done. Dante and Sean walked crisply in step toward the first of the Mission office
buildings.

The directory in the anteroom read:



 
Room 101: Civil Administration of German Cities
Room 102: German Legal Codes
Room 103: Public Health
Room 104: Banking System
Room 105: Displaced Persons/Refugees
Conference Hall A/B/C: Identification of German Cities. Aerial Recon.
Room 106: Lab.
Room 201: Counter-Intelligence, Leading Nazis
Room 202: Counter-Intelligence, Secondary Nazis
Rooms 203/204/205: Eradication of Nazism
Room 206: Military Government Orders/Rulings/Manual
Conference Halls E/F: Identification of Nazis-Nazi Organizations
Third Floor: Document Center

Off the anteroom they entered the officer of the day’s office and signed in, were passed through the
locked portal to the inner core of quiet bustle. A second security desk, manned by a sergeant, blocked
the hallway.

“Morning,” Dante said, leaning over signing the register.
“Morning, sir.”
“Morning,” Sean said.
“Morning, Captain O’Sullivan. General Hansen wants you in his office at ten hundred. And

frankly, sir... Eric the Red has the storm flag up.”



 Chapter Two
BRIGADIER GENERAL ANDREW JACKSON Hansen balanced his specs on the end of his nose. He was short,
hefty, had a few sprigs of gray hair so that the addition of a pillow under his jacket could have given
him the appearance of kindly Kris Kringle. Other men wore glasses but he wore specs. His face was as
mobile and expressive as a Punch and Judy puppet. This bubble of gentleness was deceptive for in an
instant a stream of oaths could tell one why he was identified as Eric the Red.

He drummed his stubby fingers on the desk top and from time to time a particularly annoying
word would growl from his throat as he read ...

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT: Requested for the eye’s only use of Brig. Gen. A. J. Hansen.

SUBJECT: Cohabitation; Nan Milford/Capt Sean O’Sullivan.
Mrs. Nan Milford. Age 35. Wife of G. Donald Milford, Major, British Army. Major Milford was

captured during the German invasion of Crete in 1941. Has been a prisoner of war three years at
Officer’s Lager 22; Westheim, Germany.

Before war Milford was a highly successful director of Morsby Ltd., one of Britain’s leading
publishing houses. Member of board of directors of a dozen lesser companies. Rated moderately
wealthy. Blue blood on both sides of family. Before the war the Milfords were considered congenially
married. They associated themselves with London society, art, cultural and charity affairs. Members,
Church of England.

Two children: Pamela, age 10. Roland, age 12. Children are living at home of paternal
grandmother in Plimlington East where they were evacuated during the heavy bombing of London.

Since husband’s internment, Nan Milford has worked as a volunteer in the London Section of the
International Red Cross, Prisoner of War Division.

Approximately seven months ago she met O’Sullivan who was then conducting a G-5 study on
Prisoner of War Camps. In this connection he spent much time with her on official duty gathering
specific Red Cross data.

O’Sullivan and Mrs. Milford have engaged in cohabitation for approx. six months. In the
beginning they were extremely cautious about their rendezvous and kept away from outside social
activities together. However secrecy appears diminishing. For the last two months cohabitation has
occurred regularly in the fashionable Milford flat on Bayswater Road, London, W.2.

Single copy this report produced. Other records destroyed as requested.
Thos. Hanley, Major, Counter-Intelligence.

“Piss,” said Hansen as he slid the report into the top drawer of his desk.



 
He paced the room. He did not know if he were more angry with Sean or with himself. A. J.

Hansen did not like to guess wrong about people. That annoyed him. He had selected Sean for the
Special Mission over several hundred experts, all older, with more experience and sounder judgment.

Why did I pick him? There was that first creeping doubt of an error in sizing the man up. Why?
Because he doesn’t back down from me ... maybe. Because any kid who loves his parents and brothers
and takes care of them at the expense of his personal happiness would love his country that way too.

The general pouted some more back at his desk. Even when Sean lost his brother in North Africa
he pulled himself together. Women! Goddamned women. These two have nothing in common outside
the bedroom. She’s seven years older and they come from different social, economic, and religious
worlds.

Hell, nothing wrong with a stray piece. But like the report said—cohabitate—and forget them.
Sean’s got to get rid of that woman.
The general’s orderly, a gangly acne-marked corporal from Kentucky, announced Sean’s arrival.
“Sit down, O’Sullivan.”
Hansen picked up a document Sean recognized as a study he had completed the day before. TOP

SECRET, PREROGATIVES OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT COMMANDERS IN GERMANY.
“This report was two weeks late.”
“Lot more involved than I figured.”
“What? The report?” Hansen thumbed through the pages, playing for fifteen seconds of tension-

building silence, “You’ve got a real rod on against the Germans.”
“If the General will be specific.”
“The General will be specific,” he aped. He adjusted his specs for reading. “This choice morsel is

on page fourteen, paragraph sixty-two. I quote Captain Sean O’Sullivan. ‘In the event the orders of the
local military commander are not carried out by the civilian population, the commander is empowered
to seize hostages from the German civilian population and execute them at his discretion until his will
is enforced.’ ” Hansen closed the report and snatched off his specs. “That’s a hell of a thing for an
American boy to write.”

“I didn’t know our function is to spread Americanism in Germany.”
“Nor is it to continue Nazism. Now by hostages, Captain O’Sullivan, I take it you mean to define

between Nazis and non-Nazis.”
“If the General will tell me if the bullet that killed my brother came from a Nazi rifle or a non-

Nazi rifle.”
“So in judging all Germans as being the same, you mean to take hostages who are two, three, or

four years old.”
Sean balked. “Well ... perhaps we should limit hostages to Nazis.”
“There are fifteen million Nazis in Germany,” Hansen pressed.



 
“We’ll have room for them when we open their concentration camps!”
“Sit down, lad, and don’t get your Irish up on me. I want the explanation of the hostage

paragraph.”
Sean unclenched his fists and sunk into his seat once again. Eric the Red meant business. “In my

following comment I said it would never be necessary to use hostages because the Germans are
orderly people and will respond to whoever represents authority. You know damned well, General,
I’ve said over and over they won’t conduct guerrilla resistance. Quote Churchill. The Germans are at
your throat or your feet. They’ll be at our feet when we finish with them.”

“Then why did you find it necessary to put this hostage thing in?”
“Because they’ve got their own little special missions sitting in Berlin writing their version of the

same manual. You know their versions? All Germans, get under American protection at all costs
where kindly GI’s will supply you with cigarettes, chocolate, and short memories. We have to put that
hostage rule into the record just to let them know it’s there.”

Hansen grunted. He opened the bottom drawer of his desk. His stubby fingers produced a bottle of
rye whiskey and a pair of glasses. He poured two oversized drinks and shoved one of them to Sean. He
knew again why he had picked O’Sullivan for the Special Mission.

“I lost a brother too. Mark Twain Hansen. First World War. Belleau Wood. We can’t go through
this with those people again. They’re sick. They have to be healed. Becoming Nazis ourselves isn’t the
way.”

“It always comes back to the same damned confusion,” General. What are we going to do with
them?”

“Know the facts and believe in your country. You are here on this mission because our war begins
when the shooting stops. Our bullets are ideas ... your folks are immigrants, aren’t they?”

Sean nodded.
“So are mine. My father, God rest his soul, came over by steerage after the Civil War and walked

from New York to Iowa in the dead of winter.” The general took a swallow of whiskey and allowed
himself the rare pleasure of a moment of nostalgia. “Black Hawk County, Iowa. We homesteaded a
section of land. My father’s name was Hans Christian Hansen, after the Danish national hero. All of us
were named after American heroes ... except my sister. She died from diphtheria in one of those
damned Iowa winters. God almighty ... I’ll see my father to my dying day looking over the newly cut
corn fields, standing there like a statue ... smoke coming from his pipe. He’d look at the leaves turning
and put those two big leather hands on my shoulders and wouldn’t say much. At Thanksgiving he’d
give a toast after he read the Bible and his eyes would fill with tears when he said ... God bless
America.”

The tension between the men had passed. Sean thought of his own father and smiled. “My Dad
would say, where else in the world could a shanty Irishman put three sons through the university?”



 
Andrew Jackson Hansen hit his hand on the desk. “That’s what I mean!” his gruff voice filled with

enthusiasm. “We have to love America the way our parents did ... naive, sentimental, unsophisticated.
The good Lord has been wonderful to our republic. He has given us the wisdom to fight wars with no
thought of personal gain. But this time we cannot pack up and go home. We have come of age. We
have inherited both the power and the responsibility of the world without seeking or wishing it But
...we must face up to it Our land has grown a magnificent liberty tree and its fruit is the richest ideal
of the human soul. But, we cannot go on forever merely eating the fruit of the liberty tree or it will
die. We must begin to plant some seeds.”

Damn Hansen, Sean thought. He could move you from anger to tears in a moment.
“My mother was a German immigrant, Sean. She saw a son fight her native country and die in the

First World War. That killed her, too. I wouldn’t like the idea of my mother being shot as a hostage.”
Sean nodded that he understood. The long, hard, patient way would press them for a wisdom which

they did not know if they possessed. He took the report from the desk. “I’ll do some rewriting.”
A. J. Hansen abruptly returned to the never-ending problems needing decisions on his desk,

indicating without a word that the meeting was over.
Sean made for the door.
“By the way,” Hansen said, “do something about that woman.”



 Chapter Three
THE TWO HUGE BUILDINGS on the right side of Queen Mother’s Gate were dark except for the light of
two offices. A light in A. J. Hansen’s office was common. This light usually burned past midnight. No
one really knew the number of hours A. J. Hansen worked, but he often remarked, “It’s a goddam good
thing there isn’t a union to demand time and a half pay for generals or we’d bust the government’s ass
in a year.”

He poured over the usual documents, appended the usual decisions, ate the usual sandwich, drank
the usual glass of milk. Tonight it was the seizure of German banks, freezing assets, issuing
occupation currency. Tomorrow? Maybe German railroads, maybe German textbooks. But once during
each day the immediate problem became engulfed in the greater mission. All the reports were replete
with highly worded ideals, but he wondered. Have we Americans lost the stuff? Are we too self-
centered, too fat to understand and face up to what has happened to us? Sure, we will fight the war to
its end. But what of it when the last shot is fired?

And these sick German people. Can we treat them with kindness? Will they understand it or
mistake it for weakness? Indeed, can idealism be a practical solution to a people who have only
understood force?

It came to that time of night when a shot of rye and a quick snooze was needed. He stretched out
on the couch and covered his burning eyes. He thought of how he mentioned his father to young
O’Sullivan today. Was it strange at all? With each passing day he was reaching back to his beginnings
to find answers....

Andrew Jackson Hansen was second in line for the throne, the family farm, and as he put it,
“didn’t give a lusty crap for farming.” He became the first of the Hansen family to strike out with his
father’s reluctant blessings. He supported himself through the University of Iowa, in a classical way,
waiting on tables, mopping halls. In the summer he lumberjacked some in Wisconsin and was a
roustabout in the tent shows which pocked the Midwest after the turn of the century.

His first woman was a hootchy-kootchy dancer who took a fancy to him during the sophomore
vacation. A. J. thought about her off and on for many years.

By World War I he had earned his degree and was teaching history, economics, and political
science at River Ridge Military Academy in Michigan to upper-economic-strata boys who couldn’t
have been less interested in history, economics, and political science. He joined the Army.

When his father died, a revered old man in that part of Iowa, the farm went to Tom Jefferson
Hansen, who had always been cut out for that life. He ran it prosperously to this day with his sons.

The end of the war found A. J. Hansen at the rank of Captain and deeply involved in a program
which sent food to starving Europe and later to Russia. He remained in the Army, cursing that his



 
administrative and organizational ability kept him from ever receiving a fighting command.

In fact his only battles were with the Congress, Army brass, and a civilian public which largely
considered the military as social lepers and fascists between wars.

Within the Army, Andrew Jackson Hansen had committed the initial sin of not being a graduate of
West Point and therefore not a member of the West Point Protective Association. Secondly, in the
regular Army it was standard practice to stud a male heir so that he might carry on the tradition of that
Long Gray Line.

A. J. married a lovely woman from the Midwest who neither lushed nor shacked during his long
tours of duty away from home and presented him with three daughters, none of whom turned out to be
“army brats” and all of whom happily married nonmilitary men.

Despite his blatant disregard for tradition and an inability to keep his mouth closed at the discreet
moment, Hansen’s genius in new programs and his unflinching acceptance of the role of whipping boy
kept him at the right hand of the chiefs of staff.

In 1938 Colonel Hansen became an overnight sensation heading a committee to draw up the
Army’s manpower needs. His report called for the immediate integration of Negro draftees and
volunteers into all combat units.

A fellow officer from Georgia on the committee loyally reported this to some fellow generals
from Virginia, Georgia, and Mississippi before Hansen was to go to Congress with the report.

“Andy. We aren’t going to stand by and let you push this nigger thing with the Congress,” a well-
known artillery officer from Alabama warned as spokesman for the purity group. “Would you want a
nigger officer leading your own son into combat?”

Hansen replied that it was a problem of semantics as he had no sons and he delivered the
manpower report to Congress.

This not only infuriated the southern officer corps dedicated to the preservation of a white, Aryan
army, but also the southern senators and congressmen who passed upon army promotions.

When the noise had simmered down Hansen found himself exiled to one of those remote posts
where the Army punishes its mavericks and gives them time to reflect sins, pay penance.

His numerous requests for transfer to command a combat regiment went unanswered. By the time
Pearl Harbor was attacked the powers-to-be figured Hansen had paid for his crime ... besides he was
badly needed for a new program.

The program was G-5, Military Government.
In the beginning, G-5 trained lawyers at the University of Virginia. After the landings in North

Africa if became apparent that military government law could not stop epidemics, do police work,
counter-intelligence, mend broken roads and sewers.

Hansen searched both in and out of the Army for former mayors and city managers, for doctors,
port and sanitation engineers, and bankers, newspapermen, linguists, and food experts and



 
transportation and communications people, and made them officers.

At the Hore-Belisha Barracks at Shrivenham, England, he assembled two thousand experts with
their British and French counterparts. Although they were older men, they worked as strenuously as
paratroopers. They were assigned future German cities and towns in A, B, and C units according to
size.

And in London at Queen Mother’s Gate fifty hand-picked men worked and lived under rigid
security. These men broke down and studied every detail of the Nazi and German structure. Decisions
came after laborious, detailed appraisal and went into the manuals often only after hot arguments.

Hansen stretched his squat body, blinked his eyes open, and returned at half pace to his desk.
How damned lucky, he thought, we have been able to fight our wars, pack up and go home. This

was the true heart of the matter now. The military had been given the responsibility of G-5. Yet,
American generals have never had to worry about combining a military victory with a political
victory. Their minds could only think and plan the destruction of the enemy. Lord give me the strength
to fight our own people as well as the Germans.



 Chapter Four
SEAN WORKED FAR INTO the night, even after General Hansen had retired. He pondered on the revisions
o f PREROGATIVES OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT COMMANDERS IN GERMANY  until they were within the
framework of top policy. To hell with it, Sean thought. He’d ask Hansen to transfer him into a combat
unit. But the general was even more alone than he, and battling greater forces. There was that instinct
between men that told him Hansen needed him.

There would be little the German people would have to answer for beyond the misery they had
created for themselves. Some reparations, some personal suffering, but nothing to compare with the
tears and the blood they had caused. Already the damned lawyers had determined there was a
difference between “criminal” Nazis and “noncriminal” Nazis.

Sean penciled through his passage on hostages and wrote instead: “When we enter Germany the
purpose of Military Government is to expedite Allied victory. We will rule firmly but fairly, keeping
in mind American tradition of not using brutality on the enemy civilian population. Military
Commanders shall use armed force only in the event of resistance. Failure of the German population
to carry out orders will be combated by imprisonment, fines or loss of food ration in extreme cases.”

Sean jerked the paper from the typewriter. “Gott bless the gutt kind Amerikan soldiers,” he cursed,
ripped the paper up and threw it into the wastebasket He rubbed his temples. “Oh God, Liam, what
shall I do?”

Did his brother cry out from the grave for revenge? Did Liam really want an answer for his death?
Even when Liam had been bloodied by a bully and Sean and Tim sought to avenge him Liam said, let
him go, don’t hurt him. Can’t you see, he attacked me because he was scared and confused?

Fight back, Tim said. Fight back, Liam. Too many people will drink your blood if they know you
won’t fight back.

Liam said, revenge for the sake of revenge is immoral.
What do you remember most when it all fuses in blurs at two o’clock in the morning and when it

all must be remembered in a few golden moments? Tim, Liam, Sean in the caves below Sutro Baths.
The ocean pounding against the rocks. The water leaping up, trying to defy gravity. Liam O’Sullivan
reading Eugene O’Neill’s Beyond the Horizon to his two older, spellbound brothers....

“Oh, Liam. Your life was too good for them to take. Twenty-two-year-old boys shouldn’t die in
lonely places called Kasserine Pass ...”

The omnipresent map of Germany hung over Sean’s head. He stared at it. took the torn paper from
the wastebasket, and retyped it, and then he went on to the next section.

WEHRMACHT: GERMANY’S REGULAR ARMY.



 
Policy: The Wehrmacht has fought a conventional war against American forces. However,

atrocities against civilian populations have been catalogued by counter-intelligence. Particular
brutality has been evidenced against the Greeks, Slavic peoples and Jews. Military Government must
determine to what extent the Nazis dominated the Wehrmacht. In those areas under Wehrmacht
command where atrocities were committed we must hold the Wehrmacht commander responsible as a
war criminal.

Dammit, Sean thought, I won’t back down. If the army commander were allowed to blame the Nazis
for atrocities in his area, we would be digging legal traps for ourselves that would leave hundreds of
crimes unanswered.

Yet Sean knew in his heart that no regular German Army general would ever have to answer in a
court

Then who was guilty?
Before him were a half-dozen books, each as thick as a Manhattan phone directory. These were the

“official” guilty, the Blacklist. This was the heart of the Nazi cancer. But wasn’t the whole German
body infected? Sean had argued endlessly that Nazism was the historical and political expression of
the entire German people.

He opened the index to the Blacklist to support his report ...

BOOK ONE: NAZI ORGANIZATION:

GROUP ONE: PARA MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS SERVING THE NAZIS:  These groupings are not the conventional
armed forces serving Germany (Army, Navy, Air Force, etc.) ALL OF THE BELOW LISTED ARE TO BE

DISBANDED UPON OUR ENTRY INTO GERMANY AND THEIR RECORDS SEIZED.

SCHUTZSTAFFEL. Commonly known as SS. The SS is the prime target of Counter-Intelligence. We shall
arrest ALL MEMBERS OF THE SS regardless of rank.

ALLGEMEINE SS. These are regional German SS charged with running SS schools, institutions and
particularly “overseeing” the political machinery of specified political districts. These people are
armed only with small arms. We shall arrest all.

WAFFEN SS.  This is a fully militarized body with its own armor, supply and administrative forces.
WAFFEN SS  has special duties such as ghetto guards, concentration camp guards, slave labor camp
guards, slave labor factory guards throughout the occupied countries. In addition, WAFFEN SS units have
served in combat on all battlefronts. It is impossible to estimate the number of WAFFEN SS  which will
be in Germany at the time of our entry. This is the hard core of fanatics. We estimate they will be the
center of any guerrilla resistance. Arrest all members immediately.



 
NAZI PARTY STORM TROOPERS (SA).  Commonly known as the Brown Shirts. This is a para military group
that was instrumental in Hitler’s rise to power and ultimate seizure of the government. The Brown
Shirts used terror tactics in crushing political opposition to Hitler and brutality against minorities. The
membership is 1,500,000. We shall arrest all persons rank of Sturmbannfuehrer or above (Nazis rank:
Major). Book One lists 30,000 blacklisted for arrest.

Sean turned the page of the index. Where did it end ... where did it end ...

NAZI PARTY MOTOR TRANSPORT CORPS (NSKK).  A pre-military training for Nazi Party members for future
service in Waffen SS tank or motorized units. Despite the innocent sound of name it is Nazi drenched.
Arrest all persons of rank of Staffelfuehrer or above. Book Four lists 10,000 blacklisted for arrest.

NAZI PARTY FLYING CORPS (NSFK).  This group was formed in the early 1930’s to circumvent the
Versailles Treaty forbidding a German air force. They formed under the guise of a civilian flying club
but held secret military training and maneuvers, schools for glider pilots, flyers, aircraft construction
and maintenance. Arrest all of rank of Sturmbannfuehrer and above. Book Five blacklists 5,000 for
arrest.

Damn, damn, damn, Sean thought. If we knew so much about what they were doing ... why didn’t
we stop them?

AUXILIARY HOME AIR DEFENSE CORPS  (Heimat Flak or HF). Nominally Nazi but this group is under Nazi
control and direction. These are mostly factory workers, however the organization does include
several thousand Hitler Youth. Abolish without arrests.

PEOPLES ARMY (VOLKSSTURM).  Consists of people too old or too young for regular military service. A
“Home” Army constructed for defense of German soil/German cities. Age brackets 13–16 and 40–60.
Although this group is under Nazi domination the soldiers will be treated as regular army prisoners of
war.

GERMAN LABOR SERVICE (RAD). A compulsory labor force for all “Aryan” males and females. These
people construct military fortifications, work in land reclamation and forest conservation, road
buildings and the like. We are interested only in senior RAD officers and Book Six has 250 blacklisted
for arrest.

TODT LABOR (OT). A group which absorbs unemployed for “public works.” This group built the
Siegfried Line. Its functions overlap with above listed RAD. We have blacklisted 100 senior officers
for arrest in Book Six.



 
HITLER YOUTH (HITLER JUNGEND OR HJ). A compulsory group for all “Aryan” males and females age 14–
18. Young people are completely saturated with Nazi indoctrination. There are also nature study
groups and agricultural studies, however we consider this among the most dangerous because they are
young and in a formative stage. The officers and leaders are fanatical Nazis. Arrest all holding the
rank of Sturmfuehrer (cadre leader). Blacklist Book Five lists 20,000 for arrest.

GROUP TWO: ORGANIZATIONS OF NAZI DOMINATED POLICE FORCES

ORDER POLICE (ORPO)

Sub 1 Schutzpolizei (Schupo). They police towns with 2,000 population or less.
Sub 2 Gendarmerie. Police open country in areas of 2,000 population or less.
Sub 3 National Fire Precaution Police.
Sub 4 Auxiliary Police. Volunteer citizens without pay used in general police work, traffic work, etc.
Sub 5 Technical Emergency Corps. Used in demolition, rescue, debris clearing. Particularly active

since bombings.
Sub 6 Administrative Police. Records, payrolls, etc.
BARRACKS POLICE. DANGEROUS! A HEAVILY ARMED SHOCK TROOP KEPT AS A MOBILE RESERVE. WE CONSIDER

THEM AS A POTENTIAL SOURCE OF RESISTANCE. IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD THAT THE ENTIRE CIVILIAN POLICE

MACHINERY IS UNDER COMPLETE CONTROL OF THE NAZIS AND IS A KNOWN LOYAL INSTRUMENT OF THE NAZIS.

THEY ARE SEMI-MILITARIZED. THEIR LEADERSHIP IS NAZI. THE ENTIRE POLICE MACHINERY IS TO BE ABOLISHED

AND ITS RECORDS SEIZED. THE ENTIRE GERMAN POLICE ESTABLISHMENT MUST BE REORGANIZED FROM THE

GROUND UP. AFTER ALLIED VICTORY THIS IS CONSIDERED AN A1 A1 PROBLEM OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT.

GROUP THREE: NAZI POLICE MACHINERY, ITS HEAD OFFICE BEING THE REICHSICHERHEITSHAUPTAMT (RSHA),

MAIN SECURITY OFFICE OF THE THIRD REICH.

SECURITY POLICE (SIPO)

Sub 1 THE SECRET STATE POLICE (GESTAPO). This is the notorious political police arm of the Nazi Party. It
has unlimited powers of arrest. It is filled with the most fanatic of the Nazis. ALL MEMBERS ARE TO

BE ARRESTED. SEIZURE OF GESTAPO RECORDS A1 A1 TARGET OF COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE.  Book Six
blacklists 15,000 for arrest.

Sub 2 CRIMINAL POLICE (KRIPO). An arm of the Gestapo working in the general crime field specializing
in such things as black market, smuggling, etc.

Sub 3 SECURITY SERVICE OF THE SS (SD).  The nerve center for spying on German citizens and using
informers to collect information for the SS. NOTE: The SD has recently replaced the regular
intelligence service of the regular German Army. ARREST ALL MEMBERS.  Because of the ultra-secret
nature of this group our lists are incomplete, but Book Six currently blacklists 15,000 for arrest.

Who were the guilty? How could this happen in but a single decade of Nazi control of the
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